The temporal structure of the autistic voice: a cross-linguistic investigation
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Speech in ASD sounds different: but how?

Recurrence quantification analysis: non-linear measures of voice dynamics

Results: predicting symptom severity

Individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) tend
to have atypical modulation of speech and voice,
often described as awkward, monotone, or singsongy [1-3]. These anomalies may constitute one of
the most robust and fast signals of social
communication deficits in ASD [4, 5], but have been
proven difficult to acoustically define.

American English
ADOS Reciprocal Social interaction
Voice patterns significantly predicted
ADOS RSI: Adj R2 28.34% (CI: 27.23 –
29.05, p<0.0001).
Selected predictors were: Pitch stability
(DET, L, Dfa) and jitter (TKEO 25th),
and intensity shimmer (TKEO mean)
and stability (RR).

Recent work [6, 7] has shown in Danish and British adult
populations that individuals with ASD display quantifiably
distinctive voice dynamics, which vary with symptom
severity.

American English
ADOS Stereotyped Behavior

Results: reconstructing diagnosis
Research questions:

American English Data

1. What acoustic properties characterize the speech of children with ASD?

Voice patterns significantly predicted
ADOS SB: Adj R2 45.78% (CI: 44.8 –
46.83, p=0.0002)

Voice patterns accurately separated ASD from TD participants:
• balanced accuracy of 71.65 % (CI: 65.12% – 77.65%, p<.000001)
• sensitivity of 59.32% (CI: 58.83 – 59.83)
• specificity of 84.42 (CI: 83.92 – 84.83).

2. Are these properties shared across languages?

Selected predictors were: Pitch stability
(DET, L, LAM, Diff Mean), intensity
stability (TT) and average utterance
length.

Selected predictors were: i) pitch stability (DET, LMAX, DIV, DFA) and complexity (ENTR); ii)
intensity stability (VMAX), iii) speech rate range and iv) overall duration of the description.

Data: Repeated stories in two languages
Stories:
• Danish (TOMAL-2 [8]),
• American English (Safari Bob [1]).

Group

VIQ

PIQ

TIQ

Age

Gender

ASD
DK

103.14 106.75 106.2
(17.05) (14.15) (16.16)

10.9
(1.38)

5F
21 M

TD DK

109.47 104.88 109.26
(18.33) (14.28) (17.50)

10.9
(1.31)

9F
25 M

105.86 106.08 107.2
ASD US
(18.59) (15.78) (15.67)

12.85
(2.98)

2F
50 M

TD US

114.58 113.84 116.58
(16.57) (9.51) (11.99)

13.36
(3.00)

2F
32 M

Acoustic analysis
We extracted regularly sampled time-series of:
• Pause behavior (1s when speech, 0s when lack of speech, every 10 ms)
• Fundamental frequency (filtered at 75-400 Hz, every 10 ms, first derivative)
• Intensity (in decibel, every 10 ms, first derivative)
• Speech rate (in estimated syllables per minute, every 333 ms)
We calculated:
• descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation),
• recurrence over time (RQA [9])
• detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA [9])
• jitter and shimmer using Teager Keiser Energy Operator (TKEO) (REFERENCE NEEDED)
We used ElasticNet for feature selection. Diagnosis was predicted using a 5-fold cross-validated
linear discriminant function and the accuracy was balanced using Variational Bayesian mixedeffects inference. ADOS total scores and individual factors scores were predicted using a 5-fold
cross-validated multiple linear regression. Both analyses were iterated 100 times to test for
stability of results and 95% CI were calculated.

Danish Data

Danish & American English combined
ADOS Reciprocal Social Interaction

Voice patterns accurately separated ASD from TD participants:
• balanced accuracy of 82.01 % (CI: 73.83% – 88.83%, p<.000001)
• sensitivity of 84.80% (CI: 84.24% - 85.52%)
• specificity of 81.39% (CI: 80.73% - 82.02%)

Voice patterns significantly predicted
ADOS RSI: Adj R2 12.75% (measured
as Adjusted R Square, 95% CI: 11.81 –
13.84, p=0.01).

Significant predictors were: i) intensity shimmer (TKEO 25th and 75th percentile, Absolute
Perturbation, Coefficient of Variation) and stability (DFA; LMAX); ii) pitch jitter and stability
(TKEO 25th percentile, L and LMAX); iii) speech rate jitter (TKEO 95th percentile) and iv)
number of syllables employed.

Selected Predictors were: Pitch stability
(DET, L, Dfa) and jitter (TKEO 25th), and
intensity shimmer (TKEO mean) and
stability (RR).

No significant results were found for ADOS scores

Danish & American English combined
ADOS Stereotyped behavior

Combined Results

Voice patterns significantly predicted
ADOS SB: Adj R2 31.86% (CI: 30.36 –
33.17, p=0.005)

Voice patterns accurately separated ASD from TD participants:
• balanced accuracy of 71.9% (CI: 66.68% – 76.77%, p<.000001)
• sensitivity of 63.22 (CI: 61.55 64.79)
• specificity of 80.01 (CI: 78.87 81.31)

Selected predictors were: Pitch change
recurrence(RR) and Jitter (TKEO SD)
and intensity stability (LMAX)

Significant predictors were: pitch stability (LMAX, VMAX, DFA) and complexity (ENTR, Range),
pause regularity (T1), speech rate complexity (Range) and length of description.

Conclusions
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Non-linear recurrence analyses suggest that there are quantifiable acoustic features in speech
production of children with ASD that distinguish them from typically developing speakers, even
across linguistic and cultural boundaries.
The distinctiveness of autistic voices is quantifiable in ways that make it possible to largely
reconstruct key aspects of the diagnosis from the voice only. Autistic voices in our sample were
characterized by highly repetitive short segments of pitch, shimmer and jitter, with these features
being more pronounced the more severe the autistic symptoms related to social interactions and
stereotyped behavior.
Future work will explore the mechanisms underlying these distinctive patterns and the role they
play in social interactions.

